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Abstract
In Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks, centroid topology optimization (CTO)-based schemes have been
widely used to construct network topologies such that overall network performance is improved. In this paper,
we systematically analyze CTO-based schemes and develop new schemes to improve network performance by
reconnecting disconnected devices. First, we conduct an investigation of CTO-based schemes to understand
their limitations. Then, we propose two schemes, called the Power Control-based scheme and Femto Relaybased scheme, to overcome this limitation in LTE networks, in which CTO-based schemes are implemented.
Via intensive performance evaluation using NS3, we validate the effectiveness of our proposed schemes
towards addressing the limitations of CTO-based schemes. Our results demonstrate an improvement in LTE
network performance above both the unoptimized and CTO-based schemes with respect to throughput, delay,
delay standard deviation (DSD), etc.
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1. Introduction
The Long Term Evolution (LTE)-based networks
provide broadband wireless communication network
infrastructure, which can support high data rate service
and numerous smart-world applications (smart home,
smart grid, smart manufacturing, and smart health,
among others) powered by the Internet of Things
(IoT) technology [24, 25, 28, 31, 40, 47–49, 51, 53].
Particularly, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) Long Term Evolution (LTE) and Long-Term
Evolution Advanced (LTE-A) have been standardized
by mobile network operators (MNOs) for high-speed
cellular service [33]. With the adoption of the
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)
technique [5, 36], which splits a signal into several
narrow band channels with different frequencies, the
network operators are able to offer reliable, costeffective, and low bit rate network services [11].
Nonetheless, with the explosion of connected
fixed/mobile devices, the LTE networks are facing
a number of challenges with respect to network

congestion, radio frequency interference, link
health, and others. To address these challenges,
centroid
topology
optimization
(CTO)-based
schemes [9, 32, 37, 39, 45], which are capable of
improving LTE network performance with respect
to throughput, delay, delay standard deviation
(DSD), packet loss ratio (PLR), signal-to-noise-plusinterference ratio (SNIR), modulation and coding
scheme (MCS) index, and corresponding transport
block size (TBS), have been widely used. To be specific,
a CTO-based scheme is a position computation
scheme, which deploys an eNodeB to the center-ofgravity of UEs within their transmission range. In
recent years, CTO-based schemes have matured, and
have been integrated in practical network topology
deployment tools, enhancing network performance
before deployment.
Although overall performance improvements of LTE
networks can be achieved, one limitation of CTO-based
schemes has been largely ignored. When eNodeB and
connected UEs are located far away from each other, the
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network topology generated by a CTO-based scheme
could incur the risk of link disconnection between
them, especially for those UEs located at the edge of
eNobeB coverage prior to the CTO-based schemes being
implemented. To address this issue, in this study we
first evaluate the performance of CTO-based schemes in
LTE networks, with respect to throughput, delay, DSD,
PLR, SINR, MCS index, and TBS to understand their
limitations. We then propose two schemes, called the
Power Control-based scheme and Femto Relay-based
scheme, to overcome such limitations.
To be specific, in the Power Control-based scheme, we
properly control the eNodeB transmission power based
on its movement distance to resume UE connections.
Note that power control has been considered a viable
mechanism to regulate eNodeB transmission coverage
so that network performance can be improved. The
new power value of the eNodeB is computed by using
Friis Transmission Formula [2, 20], which describes the
relationship between radio transmission power and the
distance from transmitter to receiver (eNodeB to UE
in LTE networks). Theoretically speaking, the power
attenuation is proportional to the square of the distance
between transmitter and receiver. In our scheme, we
first compute the distance traveled by the eNodeB via
applying the CTO-based scheme, from the original
position to the relocated position. Then, according to
the correlation of the signal power and transmission
distance described in Friis Transmission Formula, the
increased power value can be obtained and is applied
to the eNodeB. In this way, the disconnected UEs can be
restored.
In the Femto Relay-based scheme, we consider a
femto eNodeB within the coverage of a macro eNodeB
to relay communication between macro eNodeB and the
disconnected UEs. As CTO-based schemes have been
proven to be effective in improving the performance of
LTE networks, we also adopt CTO to locate the femto
eNodeB so that it attains high performance within
its own coverage. Particularly, using the CTO-based
scheme to locate the femto eNodeB ensures that it is
within the coverage of the macro eNodeB. It is clear
that the coverage area of eNodeBs can be modeled as
a circle over geographical area, and lines (standing for
the wireless transmission path) can be drawn between
the relocated eNodeB and the disconnected UEs. To
determine the femto eNodeB position, we obtain the
cross points, in which the coverage circle of the
relocated macro eNodeB, and the lines drawn from the
UEs that lost coverage to the macro eNodeB, intersect
(see Fig. 2 for clarification). The femto eNodeB is then
deployed to the center-of-gravity of those cross points.
The cross points fall on the edge of the coverage circle,
resulting in their centroid being inside the coverage
circle. Thus, the femto eNodeB is fully covered by macro

eNodeB and the connection of the disconnected UEs can
be assured.
To understand the limitations of CTO-based schemes
and assess the effectiveness of our proposed Power
Control-based and Femto Relay-based schemes, we
designed four simulation scenarios, denoted as Original, CTO-based, Power Control, and Femto Relay scenarios, to compare their corresponding network performance in NS3 network simulation tool [4]. The Original
simulation scenario deploys LTE networks randomly
with the little consideration of UE connectivity, while
the CTO-based simulation scenario uses CTO-based
schemes to move a macro eNodeB to the center-ofgravity of all UEs. The Power Control-based simulation
scenario implements power control based on the CTObased simulation scenario to resume disconnected UE
connections. Finally, the Femto Relay-based simulation
scenario places a Femto eNodeB in the coverage of the
macro eNodeB, also based on the CTO-based simulation, to relay the communication between eNodeB and
disconnected UEs. In addition, the UE distributions in
the four scenarios are the same, and are particularly
designed to consider the condition, in which several
UEs are on the edge of eNodeB transmission coverage.
The experimental results demonstrate the limitation of
CTO-based schemes regarding UEs at the edge of macro
eNodeB coverage, and validates the effectiveness of our
proposed Power Control-based and Femto Relay-based
schemes in mitigating this limitation with respect to
throughput, delay, DSD, PLR, SINR, MCS index, and
TBS in LTE networks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2, we conduct a literature review of existing
relevant research. In Section 3, we introduce the design
of our proposed schemes and brief analysis of our
schemes and CTO-based scheme. In Section 4, we
describe our experimental design. In Section 5, we
present our experimentation results to demonstrate the
limitations of CTO-based schemes and validate the
effectiveness of our proposed schemes. In Section 6, we
discuss several remaining issues related to our work.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7.

2. Related Works
To improve network performance wireless network
such as LTE networks that provide broadband wireless
communication for high speed data transmission, connecting heterogeneous local-area networks, and supporting numerous IoT-based smart-world applications
(smart grid, smart home, smart manufacturing, smart
cities), mission critical service (e.g., public safety) and
others [24, 25, 30, 31, 40, 47, 48, 50, 53, 55], a number
of research efforts have been conducted [6–8, 10, 12–
19, 21–23, 26, 29, 31, 34, 35, 37–39, 41–46, 51, 56–58].
These efforts can be generally divided into categories,
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including topology optimization, power management,
and relay deployment, among and others (crosslayer design, economic-driven approach, experimentaldriven performance assessment, security, etc.).
Topology optimization has been generally adopted
in LTE networks to improve network performance
with respect to throughput, delay, channel interference,
energy economy, and others [9, 32, 35, 37–39, 45].
Generally speaking, topology optimization aims to
construct a network topology and further tune related
parameters, such as transmission power and radio
frequency, to obtain an expected performance gain.
Centroid topology optimization (CTO) has been shown
to be effective in improving network performance
in LTE networks. For example, Nguyen et al. [32]
presented a center-of-gravity mechanism to optimally
position relay nodes for mobile wireless networks.
Via the designed scheme, an optimal subset of relay
nodes could be derived to maintain a minimum
overall distance from relay nodes to mobile nodes. By
doing this, the network capacity, delay, and energy
consumption can be optimized. Likewise, Chen et al. [9]
proposed a center-of-gravity-based location selection
policy to reduce update cost for a tracking tree
construction in wireless networks. In their scheme, the
designed policy could efficiently enhance the overall
performance of wireless sensor networks.
Power management controls the transmission power
of communication endpoints in LTE networks. Here, the
goal is to overcome problems related to transmission
coverage, network capacity, link health, and others
in LTE networks [8, 12, 21, 22, 26, 34, 52, 54]. For
example, Li et al. [22] proposed a joint power and
resource block (RB) allocation (JPRBA) algorithm to
alleviate the intra-and-inter-cell interference in LTEA networks with multi-cell Device-to-Device (D2D)
communications. JPRBA allocates an optimal power
to D2D transmitter on each RB to solve the average
square error minimization problem, such that the
throughput of LTE-A networks can be improved.
Chaves et al. [8] introduced an extra penalization
factor (intercell interference related) to LTE uplink (UL)
power control, the factor was then used to appropriately
reduce the power of LTE UL transmitter. With the
mitigation of the inferences between LTE network and
Wi-Fi network, the coexistence of LTE and Wi-Fi could
be improved. In addition, Yu et al. [54] addressed the
issue of minimizing the energy cost of base stations in
ultr-dense LTE networks through a strategy that can
dynamically changing the power saving mode of base
stations.
Another viable technique, called relay deployment,
achieves a higher network capacity, spectral efficiency
and enlarged transmission coverage for LTE networks [16, 23, 27, 29, 38, 45], and the combination of

femto eNodeBs and macro eNodeBs is capable of significantly offloading congested traffic and extending communication coverage. For example, Haider et al. [16]
investigated multiple spectrum partition schemes in
LTE networks with mobile femto cells and the experimental data demonstrated that LTE networks with
mobile femto cells could achieve higher performance
with respect to spectral and energy efficiency. Liu et
al. [27] employed a transformation strategy, with the
consideration of the commercial building features, in
which femto eNodeBs are located, to deal with femto
eNodeB deployment problems. The developed strategy
achieved an optimal femto placement and net shadowing effect deviation.
Unlike the existing schemes outlined, our proposed
schemes aims not only to improve the overall network
performance of LTE networks, but also to resume
connection between macro eNodeBs and isolated UEs
disconnected by applying CTO-based schemes. Note
that we focus on a single cell with one macro eNodeB
in an LTE network in this paper to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our schemes. Nonetheless, our proposed
schemes can be extended to multiple cells with several
eNodeBs. In multiple cell LTE networks, our proposed
schemes might consider mutual influence between all
the individual cells.

3. Our Schemes
The Power Control-based scheme and Femto Relaybased scheme we proposed aim to solve the limitation
of CTO-based scheme.
The CTO-based scheme improves the overall network
performance by re-positioning the macro eNodeB
to the center-of-gravity of all UEs. New position
of eNodeB is computed through the CTO-based
scheme. Denote original eNodeB position as (Xo , Yo ),
relocated position in the CTO-base scheme as (Xr , Yr ),
the position of UEs as (xi , yi ), 1 < i < N . P
The new
n
eNodeB position
can
be
derived
by
X
=
r
i=1 xi /N
Pn
and Yr = i=1 yi /N . The moving distance of eNodeB
p
is ∆D = (Xr − Xo )2 + (Yr − Yo )2 , which is the reason
for possible connection broken between eNodeB and
partial UEs.
The Power Control-based scheme increases the power
of transmitter to resume the communication between
eNodeB and the lost UEs in the CTO-base scheme. The
movement of eNodeB in the CTO-based scheme might
extend the distance between eNodeB and partial far
away UEs. Thus, the signal power might be too weak
to maintain connections between them. If the received
signal power was restored to the former level in initial
scheme, the communication would be recovered. The
enhanced power is decided by radio path loss and the
moving distance of eNodeB. Friis Transmission Formula
delineates the relationship between radio transmission
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t Gt Gr λ
power and distance in free space as Pr = P(4πd)
2 L [2, 20].
Here, Pt is transmission power (the unit is watt), Pr is
reception power (watt), Gt is transmission gain (unitless), Gr is reception gain, λ is wavelength (meter), d
is distance (meter), and L is system loss. The reception
power Pr has positive correlation with transmission
power and negative correlation with distance between
transmitter and receiver. The principle of setting new
power of eNodeB in Power Control-based scheme is
that new transmitter power should recover the furthest
receiver’s power. We set the increased power as ∆P ,
the received power of UE on the edge before using
the CTO-based scheme as Pr b , the transmission range
of original macro eNodeB as R. According to the Friis
2

t Gt Gr λ
Transmission Formula, i.e., Pr b = P(4πR)
2 L . The recovered
power of furthest receiver Pr p in Power Control-based
scheme at least equals to Pr b . In this situation, we have

(P +∆P )G G λ2

Pr p = t(4πD t )2rL , where (Dmax is the distance between
max
furthest disconnection UE with eNodeB in CTO-based
2
(Pt +∆P )Gt Gr λ2
t Gt Gr λ
scheme). Then, according to P(4πR)
, the
2L =
(4πDmax )2 L
increasing power for eNodeB in Power Control-based
D2

scheme is ∆P = ( Rmax
2 − 1)Pt .
The Femto Relay-based scheme solves the disconnection limitation of the CTO-based scheme using a
femto eNodeB as relay node. The Femto-eNodeB relay
is an efficient technique on the situation that lost UEs
scattered within femto eNodeB’s connection range. As
a relay node, the femto eNodeB needs to be deployed
not only connecting to UEs, but also within the macro
eNodeB’s coverage. We see the macro eNodeB coverage
circle and the paths from eNodeB to lost UEs form cross
points. The centroid of these points mathematically
situates inside the eNodeB transmission range. Thus,
femto eNodeB posed on this center-of-gravity guarantees the connection linking macro eNodeB with femto
eNodeB. We set femto eNodeB position as (Xf , Yf ), and
the position of cross points as (xk , yk ), 1 < k < M, where
M is the number of lost UEs. The equation for
Pncomputing the position
of
femto
eNodeB
is
X
=
(
f
i=1 xk )/M
P
and Yr = ( ni=1 yk )/M.

education [4]. Particularly, NS3 consists of sophisticated
LTE network modules and corresponding modules
for network performance data collection. In addition,
it provides a tracing and statistical component to
customize the output data regarding LTE network
performance. Note that NS3 allows designers to
create and configure network nodes, network channels,
network devices, and network applications separately,
which makes the network protocol levels and structures
more clear.
In general, we build a single macro cell LTE network
in NS3 as the basic network infrastructure. The single
cell consists of one macro eNodeB and thirty UEs, which
are within the macro eNodeB coverage. All the UEs
are properly placed in three different ways: (i) two UE
groups (five UEs in each) are deployed in buildings,
(ii) three UEs at the coverage edge, and (iii) seventeen
UEs dispersed uniformly in the coverage area. In this
experiment, we aim to evaluate the limitations of
centroid topology optimization (CTO)-based schemes
and further validate the effectiveness of our proposed
Power Control-based and Femto Relay-based schemes
to mitigate such limitations.
To this end, we first construct one LTE network
without a CTO-based scheme and one with a CTObased scheme to investigate the limitation of CTObased schemes, regarding throughput, delay, DSD, PLR,
SINR, MCS index, and TBS. We then integrate the
Power Control-based and Femto Relay-based schemes
into the LTE network, in which CTO-based schemes
have been implemented. By doing this, we can evaluate
the performance improvement of our proposed schemes
and their capability in mitigating the limitations of
CTO-based schemes. Further, we consider scenarios,
including the LTE network without CTO, LTE network
with CTO, LTE network with Power Control and CTO,
and LTE network with Femto Relay and CTO.

4.2. Scope of Experiment
In our experiment, the following key metrics are used
to evaluate the performance of LTE networks, defined
below:

4. Experimental Design

• Throughput. It is defined as the number of
bytes that a UE receives from macro eNobeB per
second. The macro eNobeB keeps sending out
data packets at a configurable rate, while the
UEs receive the packets irregularly according to
the physical link quality. This feature properly
demonstrates the received packets of one UE in a
unit time on the packet data convergence protocol
(PDCP) layer.

In the following, we first give an overview of our
experimental design. We then explicitly illustrate our
experiment setup with respect to Scope of Experiment,
Network Simulation Scenarios, and Original System
Parameters, respectively.

4.1. Overview
In our experiments, we adopt the discrete-event
network simulator NS3 to set up our LTE simulation
environment. It is an open source and widely used
simulation platform in networking research and

• Delay. It is measured as the average transmitting
time of packets from macro eNobeB to UEs. The
delay metric is collected from PDCP layer, which
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means that delay is counted from the moment
when one packet is handed over from macro
eNodeB PDCP layer to radio link control (RLC)
layer until the moment when the UE PDCP layer
receives the packet.
• Delay Standard Deviation. The standard deviation of delay indicates the stability of packet
transmitting time in LTE networks. This metric is
based on experimental data from PDCP layer.
• Packet Loss Ratio. It is the ratio between actual
received data bytes at the UEs and the total
transmitted data bytes from the macro eNodeB,
per second. This metric is based on experimental
data from PDCP layer as well.
• SINR. This stands for Signal-to-Interferenceplus-Noise Ratio and is commonly used in wireless networks to measure link quality. In our
experiment, SINR shows the average communication link quality between macro eNobeB and UE,
and it is gathered from the physical (PHY) layer.
• MCS Index. It indicates the modulation type and
coding rate, which are used in a given physical
resource block (PRB) and reflect the quality of
current radio conditions. Generally speaking, the
higher the MCS index value is, the more bits can
be transmitted per unit time. To be specific, a UE
measures the radio channel quality and sends a
channel quality indicator (CQI) to macro eNobeB,
and then macro eNobeB selects MCS index value
based on the current radio conditions. MCS index
is collected from the media access control (MAC)
layer.
• Transport Block Size (TBS). It shows how many
bits in the transport blocks are sent from macro
eNodeB onto the physical link in one millisecond.
The transport block size (TBS) is determined by
MCS index value and the number of resource
blocks assigned to UE. The larger the TBS value
is, the higher the transmission traffic will be. TBS
value is collected from the MAC layer.

4.3. Network Simulation Scenarios
In order to understand the limitations of CTO-based
schemes in LTE networks, we set up an Original
scenario, upon which CTO-based schemes and the
proposed remedy schemes are enacted. In the Centroid
scenario, the CTO-based scheme is applied to the
original scheme configuration, but without our schemes
in place. Next, we create two additional scenarios,
denoted as Power and Femto scenarios, to validate the
effectiveness of our proposed schemes, called Power
Control-based and Femto Relay-based schemes, on

overcoming the limitations of CTO-based schemes. We
now introduce all of the network simulation scenarios
in detail.
Original Scenario. As shown in Fig. 1, the Original
scenario implements an LTE network without the
application of a CTO-based scheme or any of the
proposed remedy schemes. In this scenario, the LTE
network is constructed of one macro eNodeB and thirty
UEs. The macro eNodeB is placed stochastically and
there are two hot spots, each of which covers five
UEs randomly dispersed inside buildings. Three UEs
are positioned (according to predefined coordinates) on
the edge of the macro eNodeB’s transmission range,
the remaining UEs are randomly distributed within
the coverage of the macro eNodeB. Each of the UEs
maintains a transmission link with the macro eNodeB,
which sends data packets to UEs at a constant rate.
Centroid Scenario. In this scenario, as shown in Fig. 2,
we extend the Original scenario by redeploying
the macro eNodeB to the center-of-gravity of all
UEs by using the CTO-based scheme, while all the
positions of UEs remain the same as in the Original
scenario. We demonstrate this scenario to compare the
LTE network performance with that of the Original
scenario, regarding the seven key metrics defined
in Section 4.2, and therefore to specifically evaluate
the communication deterioration of those UEs on the
edge of the macro eNodeB’s transmission coverage
as a result of CTO-based schemes. The disconnection
between macro eNodeB and UEs might occur due to
the relocation of macro eNodeB using the CTO-based
schemes, in which the coordinates of the macro eNodeB
are set up as the average of all UEs’ x coordinates and
the average of all UEs’ y coordinates separately by using
the CTO-based scheme. Please refer to Algorithm 1 for
the detail procedure of CTO-based schemes.
Algorithm 1 : Centroid Topology Optimization
Require: Number of UEs N and UE positions (xi , yi )
Ensure: eNodeB position (Xr , Yr )
x⇐0
y⇐0
while 1 ≤ i ≤ N do
x ⇐ x + xi
y ⇐ y + yi
end while
Xr ⇐ x/N
Yr ⇐ y/N

Power Scenario. As shown in Fig. 3, the Power scenario
applies our proposed power control scheme to the
LTE network constructed in the Centroid scenario,
such that the disconnection issue of CTO-based
schemes can be addressed. The primary purpose of
this scenario is to add an appropriate amount of
transmission power to the macro eNodeB, such that
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the communication links between the macro eNodeB
and the disconnected UEs can be restored. In addition,
the amount of incremental transmission power for
macro eNodeB should be properly limited, so as to
avoid the coverage overlap with other macro cells and
waste power resources. In our proposed Power Controlbased scheme, the power increment is computed by
applying Friis Transmission Formula to the moving
distance of the macro eNodeB from the Original to
the Centroid scenario. According to Friis Transmission
Formula [2, 20], the received transmission power
of a UE is inversely proportional to the square of
the distance between macro eNodeB and UE. Thus,
we select the required power increment for macro
eNodeB to resume the communication between macro
eNodeB and the furthest disconnected UE as the actual
power increment. Algorithm 2 illustrates the detailed
procedure of the power increment determination for
the macro eNodeB in our Power Control-based scheme.

eNodeB. This ensures that the center-of-gravity of the
cross points can fall inside the coverage of the macro
eNodeB’s transmission range. At the same time, the
cross points have relatively short distances from the
disconnected UEs, and the center-of-gravity of those
cross points likewise has relatively short distances
to the disconnected UEs. Thus, the shorter distance
between the femto eNodeB and the disconnected UEs
ensures that the disconnected UEs from the CTObased scheme would be reconnected. The detailed
procedure of how to deploy femto eNodeB is illustrated
in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 : Femto Relay
Require: Number of disconnected UEs Nd and their positions
(xkd , ykd ), eNodeB transmission range R
Ensure: Femto eNodeB position (Xf , Yf )
Equation for the circle centered in (X, Y ):
(x − X)2 + (y − Y )2 = R2
Equation for the line across (X, Y ) and k th disconnected UE:

Algorithm 2 : Power Enhancement

(y − Y ) =

Require: Original eNodeB transmission power Pt , Number of
disconnected UEs Nd and their positions (xjd , yjd ), Position of the
relocated eNodeB (Xr , Yr ), and Original eNodeB transmission range
R
Ensure: eNodeB transmission power increment ∆P
th
Expression for distance
q between relocated eNodeB and the j
disconnected UE: Dj =

Femto Scenario. In this scenario, as shown in Fig. 4,
we deploy a femto eNodeB (working as a relay node
between macro eNodeB and disconnected UEs) by
using our proposed Femto Relay-based scheme in
the LTE network built in the Centroid scenario. In
the Femto Relay-based scheme, the position of femto
eNodeB needs to meet the following two criteria so
that the disconnected UEs of the CTO scheme can
be mitigated. First, the femto eNodeB must be within
the transmission range of the macro eNodeB. Second,
the femto eNodeB coverage must also encompass the
disconnected UEs to ensure connection recovery.
With the consideration of those two requirements,
we first obtain the cross points of the macro eNodeB’s
coverage circle with the lines connecting the macro
eNodeB and disconnected UEs. We then apply an
additional CTO-based scheme to the coordinates of
those cross points to identify the position for femto
eNodeB. Note that the cross points are located on the
edge of the transmission coverage circle of the macro

(x − X)

end while
Xf ⇐ xavg /Nd
Yf ⇐ yavg /Nd

(xjd − Xr )2 + (yjd − Yr )2

while 1 ≤ j ≤ Nd do
Dmax ⇐ max(Dj )
end while
D2
− 1)Pt
∆P ⇐ ( max
R2
Get new eNodeB transmission power: Pn ⇐ ∆P + Pt
Set eNodeB power attribute as a command line parameter Pn
In script program:
Set Pn = ∆P + Pt : ./waf –run "ns3-program –Pn "

Y −ykd

X−xkd
Assume (xkc , ykc ) the cross point of k th line and the circle
xavg ⇐ 0
yavg ⇐ 0
while 1 ≤ k ≤ Nd do
xavg ⇐ xavg + xkc
yavg ⇐ yavg + ykc

4.4. System Setting
To simulate the degraded state of the communication
links between macro eNodeB and all UEs, especially
those located on the edge of macro eNodeB’s transmission range, after applying the CTO-based schemes in
the LTE network, we introduce an unbalanced distribution of UEs. In our unbalanced LTE network setup, two
hot spots consist of groups of UEs (five UEs per group)
are placed into two separate three floor buildings. There
are also seventeen UEs randomly dispersed within
the coverage of the macro eNobeB. Particularly, three
UEs are deployed on the edge of the macro eNodeB’s
transmission coverage area, and the UE positions are
generated according to predefined coordinates with the
consideration of macro eNobeB transmission power.
With this unbalanced property, the center-of-gravity to
which the macro eNodeB relocates in the CTO-based
scheme will have a high probability of moving away
from edge UEs. Thus, some UEs will likely be located
outside of the macro eNodeB’s transmission coverage,
and the disconnection issue of CTO-based schemes will
occur.
In our LTE network simulation, macro eNobeB
transmits data at a constant rate in the application
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layer, and the data is encapsulated into each packet
using UDP protocol in the transport layer and further
delivered to the LTE network layers to send out. In
addition, the transmission power of a macro eNobeB
is configured to 42 dBm, and the transmission power
of UEs is set to 23 dBm. These two power values are
selected from the typical values normally used to set
transmission powers for macro eNodeB and UE in LTE
networks [3]. The macro eNodeB transmits data with
100 ms as the inter packet interval, 1024 kbps as the
data rate, and 512 bytes as the transmission packet size.
Moreover, parameters such as Earfcn (Evolved-UTRA
Absolute Radio Frequency No.), channel bandwidth,
transmission bandwidth, etc., are all set to the default
values in NS3 [1].
In addition, the transmission power of macro
eNodeB in our proposed power enhancement scheme
is increased according to Algorithm 2 in Section 4.3, in
this case reaching 46 dBm based on the CTO scheme.
In the Femto Relay-based scheme, macro eNodeB and
femto eNodeB communicate via X2 Interface. During
the simulation, macro eNodeB is attached to Backhaul
network through P2P protocol, and LTE transmission
mode is set as Single Input Single Output (SISO).

5. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we provide and analyze our LTE network
evaluation results regarding the seven key metrics
(throughput, delay, DSD, PLR, SINR, MCS index,
and TBS) defined in Section 4.2. The experimental
results are collected from the designed network
simulation scenarios (original, centroid, power, and
Femto scenarios) illustrated in Section 4.3, and all the
scenarios are implemented on a single macro cell LTE
network using NS3.
Our evaluation aims to investigate the limitations
of CTO-based schemes and the effectiveness of our
proposed schemes. In terms of the limitations of
CTO-based schemes, the disconnection issue of CTObased schemes can be identified by comparing the
network performance of the original and centroid
network simulation scenarios in Figures 5 to 11. In the
evaluation of our proposed schemes (Power Controlbased and Femto Relay-based), their effectiveness in
overcoming the disconnection issue raised by CTObased schemes, and in improving the overall network
performance, can be observed by comparing the
network performance with the original and centroid
network scenarios in Figures 12 to 18. We now review
the results indicated in each of the figures individually.

5.1. Limitation of CTO-Based Schemes
Fig. 5 illustrates the average throughput of each UE
in original and centroid network simulation scenarios.
Although the network throughput of most UEs in

Centroid scenario is much higher than that of UEs
in Original scenario, there are three UEs on the
edge of macro eNodeB transmission coverage, losing
connection to macro eNodeB, indicated by their
throughput decreasing to zero. This implies that the
CTO-based schemes could lead to the disconnection of
UEs at some positions (edge of the coverage) although
the CTO-based schemes can improve overall network
throughput in LTE networks.
Fig. 6 shows the average delay for both network
simulation scenarios, and it is the average transmission
time between macro eNobeB and UE. In this figure,
we use four seconds to represent infinite delay. As
we can see from the figure, the CTO-based schemes
can effectively reduce the average packet transmission
delay for most UEs in regular positions. Nonetheless,
the three UEs with a fragile connection state, upon
the macro eNodeB changing positions, eventually lose
connection due to the relocation by the CTO-based
scheme. Thus, we further confirm the disconnection
issue that can be raised by the CTO-based schemes.
Fig. 7 evaluates the stability of transmission delay
between macro eNodeB and UEs. As shown in the
figure, the delay standard deviations for most UEs
in the Centroid scenario are less than those in the
Original scenario. In combination with Fig. 6, we
can see that the CTO-based schemes not only reduce
transmission delay, but also improve the stability of
LTE networks, in general. Nonetheless, the three UEs on
the edge of macro eNodeB’s transmission range achieve
the delay standard deviations of zero. This is because
the transmission delay of all three UEs is infinity,
and no change appears. This figure also confirms the
disconnection issue raised by CTO-based schemes.
Fig. 8 illustrates the ratio of lost packets (from macro
eNodeB to UE) to the total transmitted packets, which
the macro eNodeB sends out. In the figure, the packet
loss ratio of all UEs in the Original scenario is above
0.7, while the packet loss ratio of UEs is below 0.5 in
the Centroid scenario, again excepting the three edge
UEs whose packet loss ratio reaches 1. This one hundred
percent packet loss ratio implies that all the packets
transmitted from macro eNobeB are not received by the
three particular destination UEs. Again, confirming the
disconnection issue raised by the CTO-based schemes.
Fig. 9 shows that the SINR of most links between
macro eNodeB and UEs in the Centroid scenario is
higher than that of the links in Original scenario,
implying that the link health is better in the Centroid
scenario but for the three specially located UEs. As
we can see from the figure, the SINR values of the
three edge UEs all decrease to zero, which indicates the
disconnection between them and the macro eNodeB.
The disconnection issue of CTO schemes is therefore
confirmed.
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Figure 1. Original Scenario

Figure 2. Centroid Scenario

Figure 3. Power Enhancement Scenario

Figure 4. Femto Relay Scenario

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 compare MCS indices and TBS in
the original and Centroid scenarios. Except for the three
edge UEs, in general, the UEs attain better network
performance with higher MCS indices and TBS values
in the Centroid scenario. The MSC index and TBS
values of the three edge UEs, however, approximately
equal zero.

issue raised by CTO-based schemes in LTE networks.
Although the improvement of network performance
can be achieved, CTO-based schemes still have issues
to be resolved.

With the analysis of the simulation results, regarding
throughput, delay, DSD, PLR, SINR, MCS index,
and TBS, we identify the expected disconnection

Based on the investigated limitation of CTO-based
schemes in Section 5.1, we confirm that the CTObased schemes may result in the disconnection between

5.2. Effectiveness of Proposed Schemes
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Figure 6. Delay Performance vs. Number of UEs
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Figure 8. Packet Loss Ratio vs. Number of UEs
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Figure 9. SINR Performance vs. Number of UEs
macro eNodeB and UEs on the edge of macro eNodeB
transmission coverage. We simulate the Power scenario
and Femto scenario to evaluate the performance of
our proposed schemes, namely, Power Control-based
and Femto Relay-based. The simulation results in
Figures 12 to 18 exhibit the network performance

0

Figure 10. MCS Index vs. Number UEs
regarding throughput, delay, DSD, PLR, SINR, MCS
index, and TBS for all network simulation scenarios
(Original, Centroid, Power, and Femto scenarios). Our
experimental results demonstrate that both Power
Control-based and Femto Relay-based schemes can
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Figure 12. Throughput vs. Number UEs
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Figure 14. Standard Deviation of Delay vs. Number UEs
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Figure 15. Packet Loss Ratio vs. Number UEs
effectively resolve the disconnection issue of CTObased schemes and further improve the overall network
performance of LTE networks.
Fig. 12 illustrates that both Power Control-based
and Femto Relay-based schemes can properly recover
the disconnected communication between the macro

0

Figure 16. SINR vs. Number UEs
eNodeB and the three edge UEs, and that the overall
LTE network throughput is highly improved at the
same time. To be specific, the network throughput
of the three edge UEs in the Power scenario reaches
at or above the network throughput performance of
the baseline Original scenario. Even more promising
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In Fig. 13, we again use four seconds to represent
infinite packet transmission delay in the Centroid scenario. As we can see from the figure, the transmission
delay in the Power scenario is similar to the one in
the Original scenario, and the transmission delay really
nears zero in the Femto scenario. This implies that both
Power Control-based and Femto Relay-based schemes
can reduce transmission delay for the three disconnected UEs from infinity in the Centroid scenario to a
level that is below the transmission delay in the Original
scenario. Thus, the disconnection problem of CTObased schemes is addressed by our proposed Power
Control-based and Femto Relay-based schemes.
Fig. 14 demonstrates the stability of transmission
delay from macro eNobeB to UE. In this figure, the
delay standard deviations between eNodeB and the
three disconnected UEs are zero in Centroid scenario,
because delay remains infinity for the disconnected
links. Nonetheless, in the Power scenario, the delay
standard deviations between eNodeB and the edge UEs
are raised up to and even above the performance level
of the Original scenario. Note that the delay standard
deviations of the three edge UEs in the Femto scenario
are all approximately equal to zero, this is because the
packet transmission between the femto eNodeB and the
three edge UEs has nearly no delay.
In Fig. 15, the packet loss ratio decreases from 1 in
the Centroid scenario to about 0.85-0.90 in the Power
scenario, approximately equaling those three UEs in
the Original scenario. In addition, the packet loss in
the Power scenario is much smaller then the Original
scenario for all other UEs. This indicates that the
Power Control-based scheme can restore the connection
between macro eNodeB and disconnected UEs in the
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Figure 17. MCS Index vs. Number UEs
though, the network throughput of the three UEs in
the Femto scenario is significantly higher than that of
UEs in baseline Original scenario, even exceeding the
performance of most UEs in the Centroid scenario.

0

Figure 18. TBS vs. Number UEs
Centroid scenario. In the Femto scenario, the packet
loss ratio approaches zero, indicating the recovery
of and improvement on the communication between
macro eNodeB and disconnected UEs in Centroid
scenario.
Fig. 16 indicates that the SINR values of the
communication link between macro eNodeB and the
three edge UEs are less than 5 dB in the Original
scenario, which implies the poor quality of physical
links. Nonetheless, in the Power scenario, the SINR
values are increased from zero in the Centroid scenario
back to and even above those in the Original scenario.
Similarly, in the Femto scenario, the SINR values are
well above those of the Original scenario.
Comparing Fig. 17 to Fig. 18, we compare MCS
indices and TBS values for all network simulation
scenarios. To be specific, the MCS index values for the
three edge UEs in the Original scenario are consistent at
2, while the TBS values for the same UEs are around 200
bits. In the Centroid scenario, both metrics decrease to
zero for the three edge UEs because of the disconnection
between them and macro eNodeB. Nonetheless, after
applying the Power Control-based and the Femto Relaybased schemes, the MCS indices and TBS values both
reach above those in the Original scenario. This implies
that the LTE link quality between macro eNodeB and
the UEs in challenging positions is not only resumed,
but also improved upon by our proposed two schemes.
To summarize, Figures 12 to 18 compare the
network performance of all simulation scenarios,
and validate both the Power Control-based and
Femto Relay-based schemes in effectively overcoming
the disconnection issue of CTO-based schemes in
LTE networks. Furthermore, both proposed schemes
improve the LTE network performance in comparison
with both the Original and Centroid scenarios.
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6. Discussion
We now discuss some of the design tradeoffs of our
proposed schemes.
As shown above, both schemes can effectively address
the disconnection problem of CTO-based schemes, and
can significantly improve LTE network performance,
though their degrees of efficiency might be different
when they are applied to different LTE networks with
diverse topologies. Based on the UE distribution, LTE
network topology can be classified into two categories:
uniform and unbalanced topologies. In uniform LTE
network topologies, UEs are dispersed evenly across the
whole transmission coverage area and barely pack into a
crowded space. In contrast, in unbalanced LTE network
topologies, a group of UEs might gather around one
single spot, or be vacant from other areas.
In a uniform LTE topology with sparse UEs,
the communication between the macro eNodeB and
disconnected UEs might not be recovered completely by
only one femto eNodeB, due to the power constraints
of the femto eNodeB and the diverse distances
between macro eNodeB and disconnected UEs. In the
worst case, one femto eNodeB might only restore
one communication link between macro eNodeB and
disconnected UE, which results in the deployment of
multiple femto eNodeBs. To achieve cost efficiency
and avoid multiple femto eNodeBs deployment, it
is more appropriate to adopt Power Control-based
scheme, which solves the disconnection problem by
only increasing the transmission power of one single
macro eNodeB.
In an unbalanced LTE topology with UE clusters, one
femto eNodeB might have enough power to restore all
the communication links between macro eNodeB and
disconnected UEs, which are crowded as clusters in hot
spots. Furthermore, the proximity between the femto
eNodeB and disconnected UEs can improve network
performance in terms of delay and packet loss ratio,
which are highly related to distance. Thus, the Femto
Relay-based scheme can be considered as a proper
choice in this case. The Power Control-based scheme,
however, does not shorten the transmission distance
between macro eNodeB and disconnected UEs in the
same way as the Femto Relay-based scheme does. Thus,
the link quality still cannot be assured by limited power
control. It is often better to choose the femto relay
instead of power control for unbalanced LTE topologies
to resume communication.
In addition, our proposed schemes have focused only
on single cell LTE networks. Note that power control
and femto relay can both be extended to multi-cells
with the consideration of mutual influence between
macro eNodeBs. The two schemes might also be used
at the same time to deal with the disconnection issue
of CTO-based schemes in multi-cell LTE networks.

As UE topologies in different macro cells vary, Power
Control-based and Femto Relay-based schemes might
be applied accordingly, as discussed above. In some
special cases, one macro eNodeB cell with uniform
topology might move directly to the disconnected area
of another eNodeB cell with unbalanced topology after
applying a CTO-based scheme. Thus, the disconnection
area of the cell with unbalanced topology could be
properly covered by removing the eNodeB of the cell
with uniform topology. Then, we only need to increase
the amount of power of the uniform topology eNodeB
with to resume its disconnected UEs.

7. Final Remarks
In this paper, we addressed the performance issue
of Long Term Evolution (LTE)-based networks, which
provide broadband wireless communication network
infrastructure for numerous IoT-based smart-world
applications and high speed data transmission. Particularly, we first investigated the disconnection issue of
CTO-based schemes in LTE networks, and then proposed two schemes, namely the Power Control-based
and Femto Relay-based schemes, to overcome such a
limitation. With the adoption of CTO-based schemes in
LTE networks, UEs on the edge of the eNodeB transmission range can lose connection to the eNodeB due to
its relocation. To this end, our proposed Power Control
scheme increases the transmission power of the macro
eNodeB, which increases its transmission coverage and
therefore restores connection between eNodeB and disconnected UEs. As to the Femto Relay-based scheme, we
deployed a femto eNodeB within the macro eNodeB
transmission coverage area to resume the connection
between the macro eNodeB and the disconnected UEs.
The deployment position of the femto eNodeB is identified as the center-of-gravity of the UE/coverage zone
cross points, which are the intersections of the macro
eNodeB coverage circle and the lines between macro
eNodeB and disconnected UEs. Our extensive experimental results validate the effectiveness of our proposed
two schemes, with respect to throughput, delay, DSD,
PLR, SINR, MCS index, and TBS. In addition, we discussed some of the design tradeoffs of our proposed
schemes.
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